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Similarly, the extended Gaussian hypergometric functions (EGHFs) can be defined by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The EGHFs also have the integral form $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p=0$\end{document}$, the series ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) respectively reduce to the classical confluent hypergeometric series and the Gaussian hypergeometric series.

The aim of this article is to study the log-convexity and log-convexity of the mentioned three extended functions. In particular, we give more emphasis on the Turán-type inequality \[[@CR4]\] and its reverse form.

The work here is motivated by the resent works \[[@CR5]--[@CR10]\] in this direction and references therein. Inequalities related to beta functions and important for this study can be found in \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\].

In Section [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we state and prove several inequalities for extended beta functions. The classical Chebyshev integral inequality and the H$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\ddot{\text{o}}$\end{document}$lder-Rogers inequality for integrals are used to obtain the main results in this section. The results in the Section [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} are very useful in generating inequalities for ECHFs and EGHFs, especially, the Turán-type inequality in Section [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. The log-convexity and log-convexity of ECHFs and EGHFs are also given in Section [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}.

Results and discussion {#Sec2}
======================

Inequalities for extended beta functions {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------

In this section, applying classical integral inequalities like Chebychev's inequality for synchronous and asynchronous mappings and the Hölder-Rogers inequality, we derive several inequalities for extended beta functions. Few inequalities are useful in the sequel to derive the Turán-type inequalities for EGHFs and ECHFs.
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### Proof {#FPar2}

To prove the result, we need to recall the classical Chebyshev integral inequality (\[[@CR13]\], p.40): If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Applying Chebyshev's integral inequality ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), for the selected *f*, *g*, and *p*, we have $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar3}
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### Proof {#FPar4}

By the definition of log-convexity it is required to prove that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 3 {#FPar5}
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### Proof {#FPar6}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& B_{\sigma } \bigl(\alpha_{1}( x_{1}, y_{1})+ \alpha_{2}(x_{2},y_{2}) \bigr) \\& \quad = \int_{0}^{1} t^{ \alpha_{1}x_{1}+ \alpha_{2} x_{2}-1} (1-t)^{ \alpha_{1} y_{1}+ \alpha_{2} y_{2}-1} \exp \biggl( - \frac{\sigma }{t(1-t)} \biggr)\,dt \\& \quad = \int_{0}^{1} \biggl( t^{ x_{1}-1} (1-t)^{ y_{1}-1} \exp \biggl( -\frac{ \sigma }{t(1-t)} \biggr) \biggr) ^{\alpha_{1}} \\& \quad \quad {}\times \biggl( t^{ x_{2}-1} (1-t)^{ y_{2}-1} \exp \biggl( - \frac{\sigma }{t(1-t)} \biggr) \biggr) ^{\alpha_{2}}\,dt. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Again by considering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Grüss inequality \[[@CR14]\], pp.95-310, for the integrals is given in the following lemma.

### Lemma 1 {#FPar7}

*Let* *f* *and* *g* *be two integrable functions on* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our next result is the application of the Grüss inequality for the extended beta mappings.

### Theorem 4 {#FPar8}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} & \bigl\vert B_{\sigma_{1}+\sigma_{2}}(x+y+1, x+y+1) - B_{\sigma _{1}}(x+1, x+1) B_{\sigma_{2}}(y+1, y+1) \bigr\vert \\ &\quad \leq \bigl[ B_{2\sigma_{1}}(2x+1, 2x+1) - B_{\sigma_{1}}(x+1, x+1) ^{2} \bigr] ^{\frac{1}{2}} \\ &\quad \quad {}\times \bigl[ B_{2\sigma _{1}}(2y+1, 2y+1) - B_{\sigma_{1}}(y+1, y+1) ^{2} \bigr] ^{\frac{1}{2}} \\ &\quad \leq \frac{ \exp(-4(\sigma_{1}+\sigma_{2}))}{4^{x+y+1}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

### Proof {#FPar9}

To prove the inequality, it is required to determine the upper and lower bounds of $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 1 {#FPar10}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} & \bigl\vert B_{\sigma }(x_{1}, y_{1})B_{\sigma }(x+x_{1}, y+y_{1}) - B_{\sigma }(x+x_{1}, y_{1}) B_{\sigma }(x_{1}, y+y_{1}) \bigr\vert \\ &\quad \leq \bigl[ B_{\sigma }(x_{1}, y_{1}) B_{\sigma }(2x+x _{1}, y_{1}) - B^{2}_{\sigma }(x+x_{1}, y_{1}) \bigr] ^{\frac{1}{2}} \\ & \quad \quad{}\times \bigl[ B_{\sigma }(x_{1}, y_{1}) B_{\sigma }(x_{1}, 2y+y_{1}) - B^{2}_{\sigma }(x_{1},y+ y_{1}) \bigr] ^{\frac{1}{2}} \\ &\quad \leq \frac{ B^{2}_{\sigma }(x_{1}, y_{1})}{4}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Similarly, if *f*, *g*, and *h* defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 2 {#FPar11}

It is evident from Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and inequalities ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) and ([17](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) that the results discussed in \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\] for classical beta functions can be replicated for the extended beta functions.

Inequalities for ECHFs and EGHFs {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

Along with the integral inequalities mentioned in the previous section, the following result of Biernacki and Krzyż \[[@CR15]\] will be used in the sequel.

### Lemma 2 {#FPar12}
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We note that this lemma still holds when both *f* and *g* are even or both are odd functions.

### Theorem 5 {#FPar13}
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### Proof {#FPar14}
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### Remark 3 {#FPar15}

In particular, the decreasing property of $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our next result is on the extended Gaussian hypergeometric functions (EGHFs).

### Theorem 6 {#FPar16}
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### Proof {#FPar17}

Cases (i)-(iii) can be proved by following the proof of Theorem [5](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} and considering the series form ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and an integral representation ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) of EGHFs, we omit the details.
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Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

In this article, we prove several properties of the extended beta functions resembling the classical beta functions. A few of those properties are a key to establish inequalities for ECHFs and EGHFs. Using classical integral inequalities, we also give Turán-type and reverse Turán-type inequalities for ECHFs and EGHFs.
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